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Passport to the World
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Geography
Cuba is a multicultural, largely urban nation, although
it has only one major city: Havana (La Habana), the
capital and commercial hub of the country, on the
northwestern coast.
Handsome if rather run-down, Havana has a scenic waterfront and is surrounded by fine beaches, an attraction for increasing numbers of visitors from abroad.
Cuba’s other cities offer a rich legacy of colonial Spanish
architecture to complement contemporary buildings.
To learn more about Cuba follow the link below
https://www.britannica.com/place/Cuba/Soils

Craft - Mosaic Art
The kaleidoscopic world of Fusterlandia is a sprawling, mosaic-covered labyrinth of streets and bungalows
on the Western outskirts of Havana.
The painstaking creation of artist José Fuster, the mosaic wonderland is adorned with many phrases. Viva
Cuba stretches across a series of smokestacks, while Homenaje a Gaudí (“Homage to Gaudi”) decorates
one wall. And above one otherwise unassuming archway, the artist inscribed Convierte en milagro el barro.
This phrase, which is also the lyrics to a song by Cuban musician Silvio Rodriguez, fittingly encapsulates
Fuster’s work over the past four decades—turning mud into a miracle.
To learn more about Fusterlandia follow the link below
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-havana-neighborhood-one-artists-mosaic-masterpiece
Materials:
•
•
•
•

Construction Paper various colors
Pencil
Scissors
Glue

Follow the link below for step by step tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfJJRJ2JalE
Post a photo of your finished product in our comments!
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Virtual Exploration - Cuba VR 360
Enjoy the sights and meet the people of Havana, in
this guided city tour.
Follow the link below and get ready to explore
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKsIXuNssxw

Science Activity Baseball Science Experiment
Which do you think is better wood or aluminum?
Follow the link for this fun experiment

Daily Challenge Create your own Maracas
Maracas are perhaps one of the easiest musical instruments
to play since it only needs to be shaken to produce sound.
Rhythm and timing are important when playing this percussion instrument. A player can either shake it softly or vigorously depending on the type of music. Maracas are played in
pairs.
Create your own Maracas, by following the link below;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVNU0VR2ETw

Culture - Rueda de Casino
Casino was developed in Havana, Cuba in the early 1950s.
Casino traces its origin as a partner dance from Cuban Urban
Son and Cuban Cha Cha Cha, fused with partner figures and
turns adopted from the Cuban Mambo, Rumba Guaguancó
and North American Jive. eel.

Experience Rueda de Casino with this musical performance.
Follow the link below

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ksfrH-K4Xg
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